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Context

• Outside merger control, authorities have struggled to strike a 
balance between promotion of traditional competition issues 
and transformative public interest goals of the Act

• Challenge exists due to inherent tension between the two sets 
of objectives – promoting consumer welfare vs the welfare of 
specific groups (e.g. SMEs and HDI-owned firms, workers, etc.)

• The Section 9 amendments propose a novel approach, which 
this presentation (and forthcoming paper) assesses

• Main purpose of today is provoke debate, which will inform 
the final shape of the paper to come



What is s9 meant to capture?

• Resembles Robinson-Patman Act in the US, which regulates 
price discrimination that causes ‘secondary-line’ harm

– i.e. harm to competition in the downstream market

• Also known as distortionary price discrimination, which is 
what Nationwide Poles was about
– Upstream input supplier with no presence in downstream market

– Upstream input pricing structure might distort competition in 
downstream market by providing a cost advantage to some 
competitors in that market (in this case, large customers received 
discounts)

– These distortions might reduce downstream output/raise prices to the 
detriment of consumers



Current approach to s9

• Complainant must establish
– Likelihood of substantial lessening or prevention of competition in 

downstream market

– Transactional equivalence

– Details/nature of discrimination

• Respondent can rebut any of the above, and also has access 
to three allowable justifications
– Differences in costs (of manufacture, distribution, sale, promotion, or 

delivery)

– Meeting competition in good faith

– Responding to changing market conditions (very specific closed list)



What is being proposed

• Weakening of the ‘competition test’

– Removal of ‘substantial’ from “… likely to have the effect of substantially 
preventing or lessening competition.”

• New public interest test that must be met separately from and in 
addition to competition test and other elements of s9(1)

– “When determining whether the dominant firm’s action is prohibited price 
discrimination, the dominant firm must show that its action does not 
impede the ability of small and medium businesses and firms controlled or 
owned by historically disadvantaged persons to participate* effectively.”

• Explicit application of s9 to customer-driven price discrimination

– “The provisions …  apply to a dominant firm as the purchaser of goods or 
services.”



Underlying rationale
• As stated: “The inclusion of the word ‘substantially’ has meant that small 

and medium businesses are often unable to show prohibited price 
discrimination because the effect on small businesses is not considered to 
be [a] ‘substantial’ prevention o[r] lessening [of] competition. This means 
that at present, section 9 favours complainants that are large firms 
because they can more easily demonstrate a substantial effect.”

• Broader context is overall amendment package designed to “… address 
concentration and ownership” by promoting public interest objectives

• Echoes Tribunal reasoning in Nationwide Poles
– s9 is not in s8 and should be more concerned with small businesses
– s2(e) and (f) of the Act are public interest objectives that s9 should not ignore
– Complainant must establish ‘competitive relevance’ not ‘competitive harm’

• Amendments thus reject the CAC’s ‘traditional’ SLC approach in 
Nationwide Poles (which overturned the Tribunal)

• Concern that price discrimination facilitates increases in concentration? 



Implications of the changes (1)
• Now much harder to defend a price discrimination case

– Weakening of competition test

– New public interest SME test must be proven by respondent

– Allowable justifications are limited

• Will apply in all instances, not only in markets where SME or HDI-
owned customers are present

• Public interest test available to large HDI-owned firms

• ‘Dominant’ purchasers also liable, can also be respondents

• Section 9 could be used for complaints of exploitation or unfairness 
that would not withstand scrutiny under section 8



Implications of the changes (2)

• Likely to be a flood of complaints under new section 9 – especially 
by small competitors against their larger rivals (not their suppliers)

• In turn, likely to deter price discrimination & chill price competition

– Large sellers will introduce more uniform pricing, to avoid 
investigation, but not necessarily via reductions in the higher prices

– Large purchasers will not resist price increases since 
• They may be a respondent
• They will know prices paid by their largest rivals will also increase

• Average prices may increase, but prices to SMEs may not since they 
already pay relatively higher prices 
– this is how SMEs may benefit from the amendments



Why is this a concern? (1)

• Stated rationale is to allow small businesses to equate harm to their 
own market positions with a lessening or prevention of competition 

– known as the Morton Salt inference

• Renders section 9 incapable of targeting only price discrimination 
that harms consumer welfare 

– which can only be done by adhering to the SLC test

• This problem is the key reason why US courts’ interpretation of the 
Robinson-Patman Act has been heavily criticised, and why the law 
has fallen out of use



Why is this a concern? (2)
• Price discrimination is widespread in the economy, often resulting 

from competitive processes and making markets more competitive 
than they would be otherwise

• Only in limited circumstances will distorting downstream 
competition benefit the upstream firm and harm consumers, and 
when identified still requires careful economic assessment

• Hence, common approach is a rebuttable presumption that a price 
discrimination scheme is benign/beneficial and must be assessed 
with evidence and economics

• The amendments turn this on its head
– Pre-emptive deterrence will be widespread and swift 
– No case-by-case assessments of trade-off between consumers and SMEs
– Appear to assume a net-positive economic impact, or that any net 

negative impact is worth it if SMEs gain



Possible alternative

• Retain a robust competition test on the SLC standard

• Retain the new SME-harm test (but apply SME condition to HDI-
controlled firms too)

• Require a balancing of the results of the two tests, in style of s12A 
– Are SMEs likely to gain if the price discrimination is prohibited

– What are consumers likely to lose?

– Is the trade-off worth it?

• In this way:
– The trade-off will be known on a case-by-case basis

– Likely to be less of a chilling of beneficial price discrimination


